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Response to Anonymous Referee #1 1 

 2 

Review for NHESS-2017-105 3 

Title: Comparison of lightning activity in the two 1 most active areas of the Congo Basin 4 

Authors: Kigotsi et al. 5 

General comments: This manuscript presents an exploratory analysis of lightning activity 6 

over two distinct areas of Congo Basin: 1) the area where the maximum annual 7 

lightning flash rate density (FRD) is observed (west of the mountains that delineate 8 

the Rift Valley), hereinafter called Area_max, and 2) the area just west of Area_max, 9 

where very high but less pronounced FRD is observed, hereinafter called Area_sec. 10 

The manuscript is of the interest to the audience of this journal but needs a few adjustments. 11 

I recommend its acceptance only after addressing the issues described 12 

below. 13 

 14 

Response of the authors 15 

The authors thank the reviewer for her/his careful work to evaluate the paper. We 16 

appreciate the comments and the remarks that help t o improve the paper. The paper 17 

required a major revision and we hope to have made corrections enough to make the 18 

paper clearer and more relevant paper.  19 

 20 

Substantial modifications are made, especially  a figure is added to have a wider view 21 

of the data and justify some choices. The study is systematically extended to 2012 22 

data, to have a more robust comparison between both  areas, which is the goal of the 23 

paper. We delete a figure and add a new graph and a  new figure to show one case of 24 

distribution of a strong daily lightning activity. We add information about the WWLLN 25 

data and network. 26 

 27 

The interpretation is developed when possible. For example we now highlight an 28 

interpretation for the difference between both area s by using the paper by Jackson 29 

about MCS location over equatorial Africa: both are as (Area-max and Area_sec) are 30 

included in one of the four maximums described in J ackson et al.. They explain this 31 

large maximum is due to the AEJ-S, while two other maximums were explained by the 32 

orography and another by the Lake Victoria. We dist inguish two maximums in this 33 

large maximum, from which Area_max combines the pre sence of AEJ-S with local 34 

orography and Lake Kivu. 35 

 36 
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We make most of the corrections suggested by the re viewers and we answer to the 37 

comments in the following. 38 

 39 

Major remarks: 40 

Data: a) Soula et al. (2016) did an excellent job in calculating WWLLN detection efficiency 41 

(DE) for each year (2005-2013). This work should leverage from Soula’s work 42 

and correct 2012 (DE=4.44%) and 2013 (DE=5.90%) data before doing the analysis. 43 

The subtle differences from 2012 to 2012 shown here could be an artifact of the different 44 

DE. 45 

First of all, we have to say the comparison is made  between two areas with a large 46 

flash rate density (FRD) in Congo Basin and not fro m one year to the next.  47 

These areas (Area_max and Area_sec) correspond to t he maximums pointed out in 48 

Soula et al. (2016) and as the reviewer noted it in  a comment, to the areas surrounding 49 

most hotspots in Africa noted by Albrecht et al. (2 016). Area_max includes 6 out of the 50 

10 hotspots (1,2,3,5,8 and 10) found in Albrecht et  al., while Area_sec includes 2 out of 51 

the 10 hotspots (6 and 7).  52 

The DE is considered in Soula et al. (2016) and it was calculated relatively to the LIS 53 

data that cumulate cloud-to-ground and intracloud f lashes. Thus, the DE values found 54 

in Soula et al. are low for the whole study area, 5 .9% and 4.4% for 2013 and 2012, 55 

respectively. However, the DE can depend on the reg ion since the study area in Soula 56 

et al. was very large (25° × 25°). Soula et al. (20 16) have clearly highlighted the 57 

increase of DE between 2012 and 2013, the rate of w hich can be estimated at 58 

about 34%.  59 

We noted also the DE was not constant in the whole study area considered in Soula et 60 

al. (2016). Thus, the values 4.44% and 5.90% are av erage values for the whole area. We 61 

consider now the specific values of DE for both are as Area_max and Area_sec. The 62 

new figure 1 is made to show different parameters f or each area from 2005 to 2013: 63 

- the lightning activity issued from LIS 64 

- the lightning activity issued from WWLLN 65 

- the DE estimation calculated according to the metho dology presented in Soula 66 

et al. 67 

We see DE was stronger in Area_sec from 2005 to 200 9 and in Area_max from 2010 to 68 

2013. The question to correct the data by applying DE can be asked. We choose to let 69 

the data without any corrections for several reason s: 70 
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- the correction can be applied only globally for a g iven area, it does not change 71 

the comparison of the parameters we compare between  both areas when we use 72 

proportions (proportion of lightning versus month) 73 

- the DE is calculated for one year and for a given a rea. To take into account an 74 

eventual correction we have to add flashes uniforml y in each month, in each 1-hour 75 

time interval, in each day… It seems too artificial  to correct all flash numbers at such 76 

small scales as 1-hour window, day, month… 77 

- The correction could be made at the scale of the ye ar for the number of flashes. 78 

 79 

 80 

 b) Also, why is it relevant to compare 2013 to 2012? Also, was there something 81 

different in terms of atmospheric conditions (such as significant droughts, rainier year, 82 

El Nino, La Nina, etc.)? My suggestion is to make it simple and combine the years, you 83 

may be inserting a lot of uncertainties in your analysis. 84 

Figure 1 can be a response to the comment because i t provides an overview of LIS 85 

and WWLLN data over the 9-year period. The two year s 2012 and 2013 are selected 86 

because they correspond to the strongest detection efficiency (DE) from the years we 87 

have in our database.  88 

In Soula et al. (2016) the LIS data were used to co mpare the activity from one year to 89 

the next. The difference for the whole region was l ow since the maximum was found in 90 

2009 (195,316 flashes detected) and the minimum was  found in 2012 (182,560 flashes 91 

detected), which provides a difference of 6.5%. Con sidering 2013, LIS data provides 92 

192,443 flashes detected which represents an increa se of about 5% from 2012. The 93 

interannual variability was found low by considerin g LIS data. Now we consider for 94 

this work of comparison the DE at the scale of each  area (Area-max and Area_sec) and 95 

the LIS data at each area too. The new information allows better describing the 96 

WWLLN data used in this study.  97 

 98 

 99 

Session 3.3: c) I really don’t think that the analysis of number of days within classes 100 

of flash counts is considered an “Annual variability”.  101 

Done, we use now Day-to-day variability 102 

 103 

d) Also, why use only 2013?  104 

We use 2012 and 2013 for a study more robust. 105 

 106 
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e) L146-147: “The number of days without any flash (CL0) is much larger for Area_sec than 107 

for Area_max (7 and 0, respectively).”. A difference of only 7 days is not representative 108 

of annual variability. 109 

We change the first class because we now think it i s not necessary to separate days 110 

without any flash and days with very low flash numb ers (some cases have less than 111 

10 flashes). Thus we consider now a first class cor responding to a very low flash rate 112 

(< 100 flashes per day in an area). 113 

 114 

Session 3.4:  115 

f) In essence, Fig.3 and Fig. 4 show the same results. Also, the results 116 

presented are really confusing making me not to get the relevance of this session. 117 

Section 3.4 is deleted. 118 

 119 

Session 3.5:  120 

g) Did your really expect a correlation between daily number of flashes 121 

in each area? This is a very weak way to show that thunderstorms are different within 122 

each area and you should rethink how to approach this issue. 123 

We explain at the beginning the approach that consi st in comparing the lightning 124 

activity day by day. It allows us to show the stron g lightning activity is often local, 125 

even if the conditions favourable for storm develop ments are present in larger areas. 126 

Figure 7 shows an example of daily lightning flash rate density. 127 

 128 

Session 3.6:  129 

h) Very confusing: : : first of all, “monthly proportions” to what? To total 130 

number of lightning in each year? If the objective is to show “monthly activity”, why not 131 

show flash counts by months? Or is it also the objective to show seasonal contrasts? 132 

Please explain better.  133 

The section aims to present the annual distribution  of the lightning activity, at the 134 

scale of the month. We call it now “Month-to-month variability”. We add a figure to 135 

show the annual cycle at the scale of the season de fined by DJF, MAM, JJA and SON, 136 

as in Christian et al. (2003). 137 

 138 

i) Again, what is the relevance of comparing 2012 to 2013? 139 

We do not compare 2012 to 2013, the reason for cons idering two years is to have a 140 

more robust comparison between two areas.  141 

 142 
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Minor remarks: 143 

In general, review the significant figures (or digits) of all your numbers.  144 

E.g.: - L 99: ratios of 1.941 and 2.585, shoulb have only one significant digit –  145 

We agree and correct. Two digits after dot are fine . 0.01 over 1 is about 1%. 146 

 147 

L 106: 15.33 flashes km-2 <yr-1>, should have no significant digit after “point”, while 8.22 148 

and 8.62 should be 8.2 and 8.6 (considering that lightning strokes are a single unit) 149 

For the values around 8 for the flash density, effe ctively one digit after dot seems 150 

enough because 0.02 over 8 is about 0.25%. Conseque ntly, one digit for 15.33 seems 151 

also enough, it would be 15.3. 152 

 153 

L 9-23: Avoid using abbreviations in the Abstract text, such as Area_max and 154 

Area_Sec, except if explicitly explained in the Abstract. 155 

At the beginning of abstract (first sentence), Area _max and Area_sec are explained. 156 

 157 

L 28-29: As a reference, Albrecht et al. (2016) show the impact of resolution (0.1o, 158 

0.25o, 0.5o) while ranking the lightning hotspots. Please see Table ES4 of supplemental 159 

material: https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-14-00193.2. 160 

Thank you for this comment about the very instructi ve table. The initial comment we 161 

made in the paper was essentially related to the sh ape of the maximum area in the 162 

Congo basin. We note the reference to illustrate th e effect of the spatial resolution on 163 

the maximum value of FRD and on its location and we  develop the comments related 164 

to this aspect. 165 

 166 

L 50-52: Table ES4 of supplemental material (https://doi.org/10.1175/BAMS-D-14- 167 

00193.2) also shows the persistence of DRC as the second Earth’s lightning hotspot. 168 

The response in the previous point includes the res ponse to this comment. 169 

 170 

L 69-88: Please, make it clear that WWLLN detects only cloud-to-ground (CG) lightning 171 

and that it does not detect intracloud (IC) lightning, which, in general, is the majority of 172 

lightning produced by a thunderstorm. This is also one of the reasons why your values 173 

in Fig. 1a differ from those of Albrecht et al. (2016). 174 

We do not compare the values of the FRD in our pape r with those in Albrecht et al. 175 

(2016) since they are not comparable. However, acco rding to several references the 176 

WWLLN can detect IC flash strokes but with a lower detection efficiency. The system 177 
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does not exclude the IC strokes, which could be mad e probably with a recognition of 178 

form.  179 

For example, Rodgers et al. (2005) say :” The detec tion efficiency of the WWLL is also 180 

considered. In the selected region the WWLL detecte d _13% of the total lightning, 181 

suggesting a 26% CG detection efficiency and a 10% IC detection efficiency.”  182 

Abarca et al. (2011) says: “The network detects CG and intracloud (IC) flashes with the 183 

same efficiency as long as they have the same curre nt magnitude and channel length 184 

(Lay et al. 2004; Rodger et al. 2005, 2006; Jacobso n et al. 2006); however, CG DE is 185 

about twice the IC DE (Abarca et al. 2010) because CG flashes tend to have higher 186 

peak currents.” 187 

We note the WWLLN is less efficient for IC flash de tection. 188 

 189 

Abarca, S.F., Corbosiero, K.L., Vollaro D., 2011. T he World Wide Lightning Location Network 190 

and convective activity in tropical cyclones. Mon. Weather Rev. 139, 175–191. 191 

Rodger, C.J., Brundell, J.B., Dowden, R.L., 2005. L ocation accuracy of long distance VLF 192 

lightning location network: post algorithm upgrade.  Ann. Geophys. 23, 277–290. 193 

 194 

L 91, Figure 1: Although your analysis considers full years, the most adequate unit is 195 

“flash km-2 yr-1”, and it should be called “flash rate density”. 196 

Done 197 

 198 

L 93: “: : : days of year with thunderstorm activity: : :”. Since WWLLN detects CG lightning 199 

only, you should substitute “thunderstorm activity” by “lightning activity”. 200 

The WWLLN detects also IC flashes, so thunderstorm activity can be used but 201 

lightning activity can be well adapted. 202 

 203 

 204 

L 98-99: “On the contrary, the flash <rate> density <in an individual 0.05o resolution 205 

point> is very different : : :.” . Is that correct? 206 

We compare the ratio between the maxima flash (rate ) densities in both areas, 207 

calculated in 2012 and in 2013 (Table 1). The ratio  for one year can be different in one 208 

year and in the other. 209 

 210 

 211 

L 104-105: “By comparing with the values reported by Soula et al. (2016) for a resolution 212 

of 0.1_, : : :” which are??? 213 
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The sentence that follows in the text gives these v alues. Maybe we are not clear, we 214 

try to improve it. 215 

 216 

L 115-116: Please give scientific references for this affirmation, or you should state 217 

that this is a speculative affirmation. 218 

It was noted in Soula et al. (2016). We note the nu mber of flashes per stormy day is 219 

larger in the region of the main maximum. To have m ore flashes during a day of storm, 220 

there are three possible explanations: more storms,  storms more active, storms more 221 

stationary. It can be also a combination of several  of the three explanations. 222 

 223 

L 127: “Both areas exhibit the same type of <diurnal lightning activity> evolution with a 224 

large: : :” 225 

Done 226 

 227 

L130: Please annotate that Local Standard Time (or Solar Time) is the same as UTC 228 

(i.e., LST = UTC -0) 229 

We note this sentence at the beginning of the secti on: “The time is indicated in UTC, 230 

which is two hours late compared to Local Time (LT = UTC + 2).” Be careful, the local 231 

time is different in western DRC and eastern DRC an d local time is different from solar 232 

time that needs a calculation. Local time is the ti me used in the eastern part of the 233 

country (DRC) including both areas (Area_sec and Ar ea_max). 234 

 235 

L 137-154: You should show only Figure 3 or Table 2, they are redundant. The same 236 

is valid for Figure 4 and Table 3. 237 

Tables are rearranged. Table 3 is deleted and the n ew table 2 includes now 2012 and 238 

2013 data. Figure 4 is deleted and the new figure 4  includes 2012 (a) and 2013 (b). The 239 

table provides the number of days for each class an d the percentage of the total 240 

number of days. The figure has its usefulness for t he tendency of the evolution in 241 

each area and their comparison. 242 

 243 

L160-161: Please define the specific day (or months) regarding the 179 and 92 days 244 

span. 245 

Deleted 246 

 247 

L 189-190: “This observation is consistent with the fact that the lightning activity is more 248 

spread during the day in Area_sec as indicated in Figure 2.”. This may be due to the 249 
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contribution of nocturnal lightning by MCSs or isolated storms that develop later in the 250 

afternoon if compared to Area_max. If you take a closer look in Albrecht et al. (2016) 251 

Figure 3, you will see that there is more lightning during the night for the hotspots that 252 

are in Area_sec (i.e., 6th and 7th Africa’s hotspots). 253 

Good point. We add this comment: “This may be due t o the contribution of nocturnal 254 

lightning by MCSs or isolated storms that develop l ater in the afternoon if compared to 255 

Area_max. Indeed, the work by Albrecht et al. (2016 ) shows in their Figure 3 that 256 

during the night, the hotspots located in Area_sec (i.e, 6th and 7th Africa’s hotspots) 257 

exhibit a larger contribution to the daily lightnin g activity. 258 

 259 

L 219: “: : : different locations of our areas”. Not really. The daily cycles shown in 260 

Albrecht et al. (2016) consider a 1 degree box around the hotspots, and 6 out of 261 

10 Africa’s hotspots are within your Area_max and 2 hotspots (Africa’s 6th and 7th 262 

positions) are within your Area_sec (vide Albrecht’s Figs. 2 and 3). 263 

We agree and the sentence did not express correctly  what we wanted to say. We say 264 

now : “for several hotspots located in our areas” 265 

 266 

 267 

L 219-220: “They found also a more pronounced daily cycle: : :”. This is because they 268 

considered a smaller area (a 1 degree box around the hotspots). 269 

We change the sentence to say our results are consi stent with those from Albrecht et 270 

al. 271 

 272 

Tables 2 and 3: “Number of days”, plural in the first line of the tables. 273 

Done 274 

 275 

Table 3: explain what (%) means, i.e., proportion to what? The sum of % Is 100% in 276 

each column? 277 

Deleted  278 

 279 

Figure 4: Explain “proportaion of day” 280 

Figure 4 is deleted but the proportion is still use d. We now explain the proportion of 281 

days in the caption of the new figure 4 and in the caption of Table 2.  282 

 283 
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Response to the Review of “Comparison of lightning activity in the two 284 

most active areas of the Congo Basin” by J.K. Kigotsi, S. Soula and J.-F. 285 

Georgis 286 

This paper takes a look at lightning activity in the “Dark Continent” that also happens to be 287 

(often) the leading contributor to global lightning.  Accordingly, shedding light on the 288 

darkness is a valuable endeavor, and eventually this paper deserves to be published.  The most 289 

important single need is to identify up front the reasons for the analyses selected, and then to 290 

make more detailed physical interpretation of what emerges from the analysis.   Several 291 

additional areas are identified where improvements can be made below.  These substantive 292 

issues are followed by detailed comments on the text. 293 

Summary:  Consider for publication after major revision  294 

 295 

Response of the authors 296 

The authors thank Earle Williams for his detailed and useful work to evaluate the paper. 297 

We appreciate the comments and the remarks that help to improve the paper. The paper 298 

required a major revision and we hope to make corrections enough to obtain a clearer and 299 

more relevant paper. 300 

Substantial modifications are made, especially a figure is added to have a wider and more 301 

precise view of the data and justify some choices. We add information about the WWLLN 302 

data and network. The study is also extended to 2012 data, to have more robust results from 303 

the comparison between both areas, which is the goal of the paper. We delete a figure and 304 

add a new graph and a new figure to show one case of lightning distribution during a 305 

strong daily lightning activity. The interpretation is developed when possible. For example 306 

we now highlight an interpretation for the difference between both areas by using the paper 307 

by Jackson about MCS location over equatorial Africa: both areas (Area-max and 308 

Area_sec) are included in one of the four maximums described in Jackson et al.. They 309 

explain this large maximum is due to the AEJ-S, while two other maximums were 310 

explained by the orography and another by the Lake Victoria. We distinguish two 311 

maximums in this large maximum, from which Area_max combines the presence of AEJ-S 312 

with local orography and Lake Kivu. 313 

We make most of the corrections suggested by the reviewers and we answer to the 314 

comments in the following. 315 

 316 
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Substantive Issues: 317 

(1) WWLLN documentation 318 

The WWLLN information is the mainstay of this study.  Accordingly, more details about 319 

WWLLN are needed in the context of the two years selected for study.  If differences are 320 

documented in selected parameters (Table 1), one would like to know how much of the 321 

differenced comes from the detection system and how much is real interannual variability.  322 

(That influences the physical interpretation.)  So information on the number of receiving 323 

stations operating in both years during the period of interest would be helpful.   It is widely 324 

believed that Africa is generally in third place in the ranking of tropical lightning “chimneys” 325 

and that is simply because WWLLN has rather few receiving stations in that part of the world.  326 

(In contrast, the other global VLF network, GLD360, is getting Africa much more 327 

prominently, but unfortunately Vaisala keeps its information about station numbers and 328 

locations secret.)  See additional info on this aspect in Williams and Mareev (Atmos. Res., 329 

2009).  And toward justifying the scale for gridding of the data, estimates of the accuracy of 330 

stroke location are also appropriate.  A mention of “continuous increase in detection 331 

efficiency” appears in line 77 but without further details.  In the Franklin Lecture on 332 

“Lightning and Climate” (2012, AGU website), Williams has addressed the problem of the 333 

changing detection efficiency in using WWLLN and GLD360 observations as a diagnostic for 334 

climate change. 335 

Response of the authors: 336 

First of all, we have to say the comparison is made between two areas with a large flash 337 

rate density (FRD) in the Congo basin. These areas (Area_max and Area_sec) correspond 338 

to the maximums pointed out in Soula et al. (2016) and to the areas surrounding the 339 

hotspots in Africa noted by Albrecht et al. (2016). Area_max includes 6 out of the 10 340 

hotspots (1,2,3,5,8 and 10) found in Albrecht et al., while Area_sec includes 2 out of the 10 341 

hotspots (6 and 7). The comparison is not made from one year to another. The two years 342 

2012 and 2013 are selected because they correspond to the strongest detection efficiency 343 

(DE) from the years we have in our database. The DE is considered in Soula et al. (2016) 344 

and it was calculated relatively to the LIS data that cumulate cloud-to-ground and 345 

intracloud flashes. Thus, the DE values found in Soula et al. are low for the whole study 346 

area, 5.9% and 4.4% for 2013 and 2012, respectively. However, the DE can depend on the 347 

region since the study area in Soula et al. was very large (25° × 25°). It is difficult to have a 348 

report on the WWLLN status during these two years. Anyway, Soula et al. (2016) have 349 
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clearly highlighted the increase of DE between 2012 and 2013, the rate of which can be 350 

estimated at about 34%. 351 

In Soula et al. (2016) the LIS data were used to compare the activity from one year to the 352 

next. The difference for the whole region was low since the maximum was found in 2009 353 

(195,316 flashes detected) and the minimum was found in 2012 (182,560 flashes detected), 354 

which provides a difference of 6.5%. Considering 2013, LIS data provides 192,443 flashes 355 

detected which represents an increase of about 5% from 2012. The interannual variability 356 

was found low by considering LIS data. Now, for this comparison study, we consider the 357 

DE at the scale of each area (Area-max and Area_sec) and the LIS data are used in each 358 

area (see Figure 1 in the new version of the paper). The new information allows better 359 

describing the WWLLN data used in this study. A new graph in Figure 1 displays the 360 

annual count of lightning flashes from LIS and WWLLN for each area and during the 361 

whole data period (2005-2013), and the DE values calculated in each area with the method 362 

used by Soula et al. (2016). The years 2013 and 2012 have the larger values of DE, which 363 

can justify to take these two years of reference for the comparison between both Area_max 364 

and Area_sec.  365 

 366 

 367 

(2) Surface temperature documentation 368 

In other studies, tropical lightning activity has been shown to vary with surface air 369 

temperature, also related to CAPE (instability).  D. Romps has also shown recently that 370 

tropical CAPE may be scaling with the Clausius-Clapeyron relationship, and so there one has 371 

a predicted temperature dependence of CAPE.  The reviewer has already made inquiry with 372 

the second author about this thermodynamic aspect, but the same question is appropriate here.  373 

Are surface meteorological observations available at any location in the DRC and in particular 374 

for the two areas targeted in this study?  That would be a most welcome addition to the 375 

physical analysis and interpretation in this paper.  The authors need to consider that virtually 376 

no additional information is provided about the surface conditions of the two areas they have 377 

selected for study. 378 

Response of the authors: 379 

It is difficult to find surface temperature data in the region considered in the study. 380 

Anyway, to use the temperature in the study requires the knowledge of its values in several 381 

locations of the areas and the consideration of the altitude. We look for differences of the 382 
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storm characteristics between two regions. The characteristics investigated are, the daily 383 

cycle, the distribution of the FRD, the annual cycle month by month and season by season, 384 

the distribution of the number of flashes produced during a day. The highlighting of 385 

differences has to be interpreted in physical concept with the available information. 386 

 387 

 388 

(3) Expectations for seasonal variations 389 

The semiannual variation of temperature, rainfall and lightning activity in the climatology 390 

of the Congo is well recognized (Christian et al., 2003; Williams and Satori, 2004) but is 391 

not mentioned in the interpretation of the Figure 6.   In a single year of lightning 392 

observations with a detection system that is decidedly inefficient, the semiannual variation 393 

may not be so robust, but there are hints of this in Figure 6 already.  For example, note the 394 

maxima in April in Figure 6b and the local maxima in Figure 6a for October.  Also, since 395 

the two selected areas are displaced south of the equator, one expects to have an annual 396 

phase with maximum in NH winter, also consistent with Figure 6.  Place what has been 397 

found for localized areas in the broader context of knowledge about Africa. 398 

Response of the authors: 399 

In Soula et al. (2016) the DE values for the WWLLN were already noted as low and 400 

discussed. First, we have to keep in mind the DE is calculated relatively to the LIS sensor 401 

that detects all flashes (intracloud and cloud-to-ground). Since the WWLLN detects 402 

principally the CG flashes (but also some IC flashes - see references added in the paper as 403 

Abarca et al., 2011 and Rodgers et al., 2005), the values of DE are obviously low. Thus, the 404 

DE values are indicative and what is interesting is to follow the DE values year after year. 405 

A major result found in Soula et al. is that according to the high flash rate within this 406 

region, a low proportion of flashes detected is representative of the climatology. It is true 407 

also in the present study.  408 

Concerning the semiannual variability of the monthly rate, it has been found in Soula et al. 409 

it can be large at the scale of the Congo basin. Consequently, the variability is large for the 410 

restricted areas considered in the present study. It is of course arbitrary to consider month 411 

by month to analyze the semiannual variability of the lightning activity. It is also possible to 412 

consider the 3-month averaged flash proportion to smooth the effect of a specific month. 413 

The reference to choose the 3-month period is based on typical periods considered in other 414 

studies in the region (Christian et al., 2003; Jackson et al., 2009) and from Soula et al. 415 
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(2016) that made an average annual cycle from 9 years. Thus, the four periods are DJF, 416 

MAM, JJA and SON. We add this approach in the new figure 6 to point out the semiannual 417 

variation. It is now commented for a complete and continuous cycle of three years. We 418 

discuss the result for this figure in the context of the knowledge about Africa.  419 

 420 

 421 

(4) Positive correlation between lightning areas 422 

My understanding of developments in the Congo is that often convection in the elevated 423 

terrain on the eastern boundary develops cold outflows that then go out to the west to 424 

stimulate/initiate new convection there.  This could be a basis for correlation.   Ground 425 

conditions are cited, but better would be to cite antecedent rainfall conditions over a large 426 

domain that will influence the nature of the convection on subsequent days.   I would also 427 

strongly recommend another correlation calculation with an area that is immediately 428 

adjacent to the primary area, as presently the two selected areas are separate.  It would be 429 

helpful to show that you have greater correlation when an area immediately adjacent is 430 

analyzed. 431 

Response of the authors: 432 

This correlation study was made to check if the days with activity can correspond 433 

between two areas, in such a way that the conditions favorable for storms could affect 434 

both areas. We have chosen the areas because they correspond to the study. The result 435 

is a weak correlation. We have to keep in mind the correlation is evaluated between the 436 

daily numbers of flashes in each area. It is a quantitative correlation. After analyzing 437 

some case studies in this region, we can see the strong flash rate density is always very 438 

localized in a restricted zone, that is to say the strong activity is not extended. It can 439 

explain or help to understand the weak correlation between the flash numbers in each 440 

5° × 5° area. At the scale of one day the large flash rate/density (and strong rainfall for 441 

example) is local. We explain that and we show an example of day with strong activity 442 

in both areas (Figure 7). It shows also that even if the areas are adjacent, the 443 

correlation can be weak. 444 

 445 

 446 

Role of Lake Kivu 447 
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The lake effect is mentioned only briefly (lines 120 and 249) and may deserve some 448 

expansion.  It is now known that Lake Victoria in Uganda (near to the region of interest) 449 

and Lake Maracaibo in Venezuela have dramatic effects on lightning activity.  (See for 450 

example the recent work by Albrecht et al. on tropical lightning hot spots, already 451 

mentioned.)  So more should be said about the physical role of this lake, with possible 452 

inclusion of information on its size and about other studies of that role. 453 

Response of the authors: 454 

We have discussed the possible effect of the lakes in Soula et al. (2016). We add some 455 

comments. We can use the figure 2 to show the effect of Lake Victoria, especially on the 456 

number of days. We can see a clear enhancement above the lake. This enhancement is 457 

less visible for the lightning flash rate density.  It means the number of flashes per day 458 

of storm is lower than in other parts of the area. The storms are therefore frequent 459 

above the lake Victoria, but not very active in terms of lightning flash production. 460 

 461 

 462 

(5) The MCS issue 463 

In the last paragraph of the Discussion section, the contribution of mesoscale convective 464 

systems is invoked.   My big problem with this suggestion is that the authors have already 465 

documented the traditional 4 pm maxima in the lightning activity, and that is strongly 466 

suggestive of local (solar-stimulated) convection (assisted by cold outflow boundaries) 467 

rather than MCS activity that generally maximizes later in the diurnal cycle (and hence the 468 

greater prevalence of sprites later in the diurnal cycle, about which the second author is 469 

well aware, plus the fact that Africa is the leading “chimney” for sprite activity globally 470 

according to ISUAL satellite observations).  So I am inclined to agree with what is stated 471 

in line 279.   But expanded discussion on this aspect is needed.  The authors should also 472 

consult TRMM work by Karen Mohr on African convection.   And given that Zipser et al. 473 

(2006) is invoked, the diurnal phase of superlative activity in that study should also be 474 

examined and reported here. 475 

Response of the authors: 476 

We agree with the reviewer that the reference Zipser has to be more commented. The 477 

work is supposed to point out differences between two areas and the diurnal cycle 478 

appears different in both areas. Since it is more pronounced in Area_max it indicates 479 

more activity issued from local conditions, what is said (presence of mountains, lake 480 
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Kivu). The influence of MCS can be more obvious when the daily cycle is less 481 

pronounced. Furthermore, Zipser et al. found larger proportion of intense convection 482 

in the region corresponding to Area_sec. We rewrite the end of the discussion by 483 

referring to the work made by Zipser et al. (2006), Jackson et al. (2009). We think the 484 

differences between both areas can be explained by considering Area_max combines 485 

two conditions favorable to thunderstorm development, the convergence associated to 486 

the AEJ-S (Jackson et al., 2009) and the local effect of orography and lake. 487 

 488 

 489 

(6) Observations with little if any interpretation 490 

The paper has many analyses and observations that are not accompanied by physical 491 

interpretation.  The Abstract for example contains no physical interpretations at all.   492 

Table 3, Figures 3, 4 and 5 are in a similar category.  This aspect needs major 493 

improvement.  It is helpful if every proposed analysis has a specific scientific purpose, 494 

and so also warrants an interpretation. 495 

Response of the authors: 496 

An effort of development or addition of interpretation is made in abstract, discussion 497 

and conclusion. See the last sentence of the abstract. 498 

 499 

 500 

Detailed comments/edits on the text: 501 

The authors are not native English speakers and so there are many edits needed to clean 502 

up the text: 503 

Line 18  Suggest dropping “very” 504 

Done 505 

Line 20 “days” 506 

Done 507 

Line 27  Suggest adding Williams and Satori (2004) 508 

Done 509 

 510 

Line 28  suggest changing “space” to “spatial”  511 

Done 512 

Line 30 change “instance” to “example”; delete “the”; “from the Lightning…” 513 
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Done 514 

Line 31 “resolution” 515 

Done 516 

 517 

Page 2 518 

Line 32 “larger dynamic”?  Meaning? 519 

Modified 520 

Line 34 “maxima”  521 

Done 522 

Line 35  change “both” to “neither” 523 

Done 524 

Line 36 change to “maxima remains throughout the year in considering the lightning 525 

activity with 3-month seasons” 526 

 Done 527 

 528 

Line 37  what is physical interpretation of “very sharp and localized maximum” 529 

Done 530 

Line 38 “in the eastern Democratic…” 531 

Done 532 

Line 42 “scattered over a large area” 533 

 Done 534 

Line 43 “maximum activity could…”  535 

Done 536 

Line 43 “linear scale for flash density was…” 537 

Done 538 

Line 46 “maximum activity” 539 

Done 540 

Line 48 change “whole” to “entire” 541 

Done 542 

Line 49 “most of them quantified”  543 

Done 544 

Line 51 “maximum in flash density” 545 

Done 546 
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Line 53  “The geographical extent of this region” 547 

Done 548 

Line 57  “high spatial resolution”; “allowed a better localization and specification of its 549 

shape”  550 

Done 551 

Line 62 “contrasting from year to year”  552 

Done 553 

Line 63 “extends roughly”  554 

Done 555 

Page 3 556 

Line 66 “maximum activity” 557 

Done 558 

Line 70 change “dimension” to “area”  559 

Done 560 

Line 77 Attributable to what? (see earlier discussion).  561 

Done 562 

 563 

The paragraph is modified and developed. 564 

Line 78 “the last two years” 565 

Done 566 

Line 81 “radiation” 567 

DoneLine 84 delete the first “the” 568 

Done 569 

Line 85  quantify “very little attenuation”;  it is not small and for this reason large 570 

numbers of sensors are needed for global surveillance 571 

Done 572 

Line 87  Why report this for 2014 when it is 2012 and 2013 that are used for analysis? 573 

Done 574 

line 91  This would be 5 km resolution.   You should justify that in terms of the accuracy 575 

of the stroke location in Africa. 576 

Done 577 

line 94 “with the same” 578 

Done 579 
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Page 4 580 

Done 581 

Line 95 “the flash count”  582 

Done 583 

Line 96 “the maximum flash density for both areas and for each year” 584 

Done 585 

Line 97 “exhibit total flash counts” 586 

Done 587 

Line 97-98 “indicates a stable situation from one year to the next.  In contrast, the ratio…” 588 

Done 589 

Line 99 “one year to the next”      4 digits here is overkill on precision 590 

Modified 591 

Line 101 “localized”; “one year to the next”;  “Furthermore, the spatial density…” 592 

Done 593 

Line 103 “depends on the spatial resolution” 594 

Done 595 

Line 104 “at a resolution” 596 

Done 597 

Line 105 “maximum of flash density” 598 

Done 599 

Line 109 “clearly appears” 600 

Done 601 

Line 114 “thunderstorms, which means that the number of flashes per day is larger…” 602 

Done 603 

Lines 115-116   These two factors could be distinguished with WWLLN observations but 604 

you need to check the temporal development. 605 

Done 606 

Line 117  I hope the authors disclose “specific and local conditions” 607 

Done 608 

Line 119   Which side and why? 609 

Done 610 

Line 120  “increases markedly” 611 

Done 612 
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Line 124 “daily cycle of flashes detected by the WWLLN” 613 

Done 614 

 615 

Line 125 “These flash counts are calculated…”  616 

Done 617 

Line 126 “so that the flashes are associated with the …”  618 

Done 619 

 620 

Page 5 621 

Line 129 “for the minima in the morning…”  622 

Done 623 

Line 130 “and for the maxima in the afternoon…”  624 

Done 625 

Line 131 “contrast in flash counts between…”  626 

Done 627 

Line 134 Add comma after “day”  628 

Done 629 

Lines 133 to 136  What is your interpretation?  630 

Done 631 

Line 138 “distribution of flashes”  632 

Done 633 

Line 139  “year of reference”?  Only one year? 634 

 635 

Done 636 

Line 142  How were the various classes selected?  637 

Done 638 

Line 145 “also plotted in Figure 3”   (reduce redundancy)  639 

Done 640 

Line 148 “number of days”; “about twice that of Area…”; “157 versus 84” 641 

Done 642 

Line 155 “Variability of flash counts during…” 643 

Done 644 

Line 157 “a clear minimum activity”  645 
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Done 646 

Page 6 647 

Line 160 “defined as the high activity”   But you haven’t quantified HAP and LAP. 648 

HAP and LAP are not considered anymore 649 

Line 165   change to “and also in roughly the same proportion…”  650 

Deleted paragraph 651 

Line 166 “with number of flashes exceeding 5000 (CL6-CL111)” 652 

Deleted paragraph 653 

Line 167 “during the LAP” 654 

Deleted paragraph 655 

Line 169 “during the HAP and the LAP” 656 

Deleted paragraph 657 

Line 170 “During the HAP”  658 

Deleted paragraph 659 

Line 171 “of days” Deleted paragraph 660 

Line 172 “number less than 5000”;  “whereas during the LAP” 661 

Deleted paragraph 662 

Line 174   You don’t have a real motivation here.  Tell why you might expect correlated 663 

behavior. 664 

Done 665 

Line 178  For this you should be giving local times, not UT times.  Otherwise you lose the 666 

physical interpretation. 667 

The local time and UT time correspondence is given at section 3.2. The difference is 2 668 

hours for this region of Africa. The local time is not always relevant. For example in 669 

Europe we have the same local time en western France and eastern Poland… The 670 

sun time is completely different within these two regions of Europe (27° of difference 671 

of longitude that is to say 1.8 hour!) 672 

 673 

Line 180  You should be reporting correlation coefficients in the text in the same form as 674 

in the figures.  Otherwise this is potentially confusing. 675 

Done 676 

Line 182 “it also increases for the other”;  “first glance” of what? 677 
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The expression “at first glance” is used to express both distributions are similar after 678 

looking rapidly. 679 

Line 190 “is more wide  680 

Done 681 

Line 192  I don’t understand the meaning here?  Clear-cut? 682 

Changed 683 

Page 7 684 

Line 193  Shouldn’t this section be merged with 3.3 Annual variability.  It is the same 685 

topic. 686 

The title is modified and the section is extended. Section 3.3 is different, it is an analysis 687 

day by day. 688 

No discussion of the important semiannual variation in this section. 689 

Now it is made with comments on the new graph (Figure 6c) for 2-year evolution. 690 

Line 194 “proportion” 691 

done 692 

Line 206  suggest adding text: “based on satellite optical observations of lightning” to 693 

distinguish from the approach taken here with VLF data.  You should also define 694 

“hotspot” 695 

It is expressed like that in Albrecht et al. and not defined, so it is supposed to be 696 

understood. Maybe we can add a comment about their technique, to eliminate a 100-km 697 

in radius area around a hotspot already reported. Thus, two hotspots have at least 100 698 

km of distance between them. 699 

 700 

Lines 210-211 What did A. Laing say in there about MCSs? 701 

 702 

Line 214  Considered by whom?  These are not the times considered in Section 3.2. 703 

Made. It is modified for the times because we have to consider  704 

Line 216   This is yet another time interval. 705 

More commented now. 706 

Line 217   This  is not what you reported in lines 128-130. 707 

More details are given 708 

Line 219 “locations than our two areas” 709 

 710 
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Line 224  “result for 2011” on WWLLN ?   Please clarify. 711 

Now 2011 is included to show two complete annual cycles. 712 

Page 8 713 

Line 225  What is the meaning of “minimum proportion”? 714 

Lowest value of the proportion. It is clarified. 715 

Line 228  The authors need to articulate their views on the ITCZ in the lightning context.  716 

In my experience,  the activity lightning is usually adjacent to the ITCZ because one needs 717 

subsidence to eliminate the widespread cloudiness that is shuts off the destabilizing 718 

influence of sunlight. 719 

 720 

236-240   Nothing is included in here about antecedent conditions of rainfall, that can 721 

influence the Bowen ratio.   See also Williams and Stanfill (2002; Comptes Rendues). 722 

 723 

Line 249  Need more discussion on the role of “great lakes” in the lightning context 724 

 725 

Line 250 “for the development” 726 

Line 251 “at the planetary scale”;  when do “the most intense storms” max out in the 727 

diurnal cycle?  Are they isolated, or are they parts of MCSs? 728 

 729 

Line 256 “spread from the east to the western Congo basin” 730 

Done 731 

 732 

Line 257   Only if MCS status.   But don’t forget role of cold outflow toward the west. 733 

 734 

Page 9 735 

Line 259   And antecedent rainfall.   In any case, more should be said about the nature of 736 

the surface in the areas selected.  In this context, Williams and Satori (2004) should be 737 

consulted.  738 

Done 739 

 740 

Line 263 “regions of strong coupling between the atmosphere…” 741 

Done 742 

 743 
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Lines 264-265  One does not want a contrast if one is seeking to explain correlated 744 

behavior. 745 

Done 746 

 747 

Line 266 “mesoscale convective systems” 748 

Done 749 

 750 

Line 269 “in the Congo basin” 751 

Done 752 

 753 

Line 270 754 

“frequently overshoots the tropopause.  The climatology…” 755 

Done 756 

 757 

Line 272 “From a five-year series of data…” 758 

Done 759 

Line 273 “to the western side of the high mountains” 760 

Done 761 

Line 275 “maxima in the number” 762 

Done 763 

Line 279   I tend to agree with this statement but the discussion on MCSs needs to be 764 

elaborated on here. 765 

 766 

Conclusions, like Abstract, is lacking in physical interpretation. 767 

 768 

Line 282 “The spatial and temporal characteristics of the lightning…” 769 

Done 770 

Line 282 “strongest thunderstorm activity” 771 

Done 772 

Line 283-284 change to “with a secondary maximum”; “concentrated in the same part” 773 

Done 774 

Line 287 to 288  “is similar in both areas 775 

Done 776 
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References 777 

Suggest adding Williams and Satori (2004) 778 

Williams et al. (2000, JAM) considers variations of tropical flash rates and diurnal cycles 779 

of flash rates and storm counts. 780 

 781 

Williams (2012, Franklin Lecture) considers impact of changes in WWLLN detection 782 

efficiency over time. 783 

 784 

Table 1   Two significant figures is probably more appropriate.   In some places the 785 

authors use four! 786 

A figure is given to show the flash number in each area over the 9-year period 2005-787 

2013. The DE values are also provided. 788 

Figure 1   The hotspot areas straddle the equator.  Some discussion is needed about that 789 

aspect alone in driving the lightning counts up high.   These zones are visited at least 790 

twice per year by the zone of instability.  Caption could also mention location accuracy of 791 

individual strokes. 792 

 793 

Figure 2  Suggest changing “amounts” to “counts”   Please compare this variation with 794 

those documented in Williams et al. (JAM, 2000).   4 pm is very consistent, and with 795 

Schumann resonance observations of “background” 796 

Done. 797 

Figure 4  Better to show flash counts that CLi classes, which require going elsewhere to 798 

check on definition/motivation.    What is the thermodynamic situation on days with > 799 

CL10?  Curious minds want to know. 800 

The class is an interval of flash number. The purpose is to compare both areas and with 801 

this choice of class width, the difference is shown. We could consider more classes, but 802 

the number of flashes is displayed in Figure 5 anyway. 803 

Figure 5  If R^2 value are used here, same values should be discussed in the text. 804 

Done 805 

Figure 6   Need more discussion on semiannual and annual variations in general. (See 806 

earlier remarks.) 807 

Done 808 

 809 
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Comparison of lightning activity in the two most active areas 810 

of the Congo Basin 811 
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Abstract. A comparison of the lightning activity in the two most active areas (Area_max for 817 

the main maximum and Area_sec for the secondary maximum) of the Congo basin is made 818 

with data obtained by the World Wide Lightning Location Network (WWLLN) during 2012 819 

and 2013. Both areas of same size (5° × 5°) exhibit flash counts in a ratio of about 1.32 for 820 

both years and very different distributions of the flash rate density (FRD) with maximums in a 821 

ratio of 1.94 and 2.59 for 2012 and 2013, respectively. The FRD is much more widely 822 

distributed in Area_sec, which means the whole area contributes more or less equal to the 823 

lightning activity. The diurnal cycle is much more pronounced in Area_max than in Area_sec 824 

with a ratio between the maximum and the minimum of 15.4 and 4.7, respectively. However, 825 

the minimum and maximum of the hourly flash rates are observed roughly at the same time in 826 

both areas, between 07:00 and 09:00 UTC and between 16:00 and 17:00 UTC, respectively. 827 

In Area_sec the proportion of days with very low lightning rate (0-1,000 flashes per day) is 828 

much larger (~45% in 2013) compared to Area_max (~23% in 2013). In Area_max the 829 

proportion of days with moderate lightning rate (1,001-6,000 flashes per day) decreases more 830 

slowly and is larger (~68.5% in 2013) compared to Area_sec (~46% in 2013). The very 831 

intense convective events are slightly more numerous in Area_sec. The correlation at the daily 832 

scale between the lightning activity in Area_max and that in Area_sec is weak but positive. In 833 

summary, the thunderstorm activity in Area_sec is more variable at different scales of time 834 

(annually and daily), in intensity and in location. Area_max combines two favourable effects 835 

for thunderstorm development, the convergence associated with the African easterly jet of the 836 

Southern Hemisphere (AEJ-S) and a geographic effect due to the orography and the presence 837 

of a lake. The location of the strong convection in Area_sec is modulated by the distance of 838 

westward propagation/regeneration of MCSs in relation with the phase of Kelvin waves. 839 
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1 Introduction  840 

According to several studies about the lightning climatology around the Earth, the Congo 841 

basin is considered as the most active region with either a large maximum, or two distinct 842 

ones (Christian et al., 2003; Williams and Sátori (2004), Albrecht et al., 2011, 2016, Cecil et 843 

al., 2014, Soula et al., 2016). Actually, the features of the maximum area depend on the 844 

spatial resolution considered in the calculation of the flash rate density (FRD) and the scale 845 

resolution in the graphic representation. Albrecht et al. (2016) performed a very detailed 846 

analysis of FRD thanks to Lightning Imaging Sensor (LIS) data around the Earth, by using 847 

several spatial resolutions. They showed the features of the maxima FRD strongly depend on 848 

the spatial resolution and on the duration of the period considered for the study. Thus, the 849 

location and the value of the first- and second-ranked maxima FRD stabilize when the period 850 

is longer. With the better resolution (0.1°) used in Albrecht et al. (2016), the second-ranked 851 

hotspot is always located around [28°E; 2°S] from five years of data. Furthermore, they 852 

showed most of the first ten lightning hotspots over the whole entire African continent, 853 

including the strongest ones, are located in Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC). By 854 

considering the maps of FRD in Albrecht et al. (2016), the existence of two regions of 855 

maximum activity in DRC is displayed but the non linear scale does not allow a quantitative 856 

comparison of the maximum values. 857 

Cecil et al. (2014) provided two maps of the lightning flash density from the Lightning 858 

Imaging Sensor (LIS) and Optical Transient Detector (OTD) data with different resolution, 859 

0.5° and 2.5° and a non linear scale with a larger dynamic for large values. With a 0.5° 860 

resolution, two maxima are distinguished in the region of Congo Basin and only one with a 861 

2.5° resolution. Two separated maxima are also visible in the study by Christian et al. (2003) 862 

with a resolution of 0.5° and a non-linear scale of density. However, in the latter study, both 863 

neither maxima remain throughout the year in considering the lightning activity with 3-month 864 

seasons maximums do not remain along the year by considering the lightning activity at the 865 

scale of the 3-month season. Recently, Soula et al. (2016) showed a very sharp and localized 866 

pronounced maximum in the annual and seasonal lightning flash density in the eastern 867 

Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) from World Wide Lightning Location Network 868 

(WWLLN) data with a 0.1° resolution and a linear scale. In this study, a secondary maximum 869 

was also highlighted west of the main maximum, especially during the first part of the 9-year 870 

period of study. This secondary maximum was less pronounced and more scattered in over a 871 

large area. In this study the region of maximum activity could be analyzed in detail because 872 
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the linear scale for flash density values was better adapted for large values compared to 873 

previous studies. Recently, Albrecht et al. (2016) classified the most active regions of the 874 

world in terms of lightning activity by using LIS data at a resolution of 0.1°. The existence of 875 

two regions of maximum activity was also displayed but the non linear scale did not allow a 876 

quantitative comparison of the maximum values. However, they considered the locations of 877 

the first ten lightning hotspots over the whole entire African continent and they showed most 878 

of them quantified, including the strongest ones, are located in DRC. 879 

The results of Soula et al. (2016) provided the following characteristics. The main 880 

maximum in lightning flash density is observed every year in one small region of the DRC, at 881 

about 28°E and between 1°S and 2°S. This maximum is embedded within a region of large 882 

values of lightning flash density strongly contrasting with the whole study area. The 883 

geographical extent of this region is approximately 300 km north-south and 200 km east-west. 884 

It is located in the area where many authors identified the maximum of the planetary lightning 885 

activity, as Christian et al. (2003) who falsely attributed it to Rwanda, Cecil et al. (2014) and 886 

Albrecht et al. (2011). The high spatial resolution and the linear scale used in Soula et al. 887 

(2016) allowed a better localization and specification of its shape and amplitude 888 

characteristics. In addition, the maximum number of days with thunderstorms has been found 889 

in the same area (189 days of storms in 2013) as the average number of flashes per day of 890 

storms (approximately 8 flashes per day). Another area of large flash density considered as a 891 

secondary maximum was pointed out in Soula et al. (2016). This area was broader but less 892 

contrasting from year to year during the period of the study. It extends roughly from the 893 

centre of DRC to Congo to the west and to Angola to the south.   894 

The goal of this study is to compare the characteristics of lightning activity in the two areas 895 

of maximum activity. The second section describes the data and the methodology used, the 896 

third section presents the results from several comparisons, and the fourth section is devoted 897 

to a discussion. 898 

2 Data and methodology 899 

By following the study by Soula et al. (2016), we define two areas of equal area dimension, 900 

one for the main maximum considered as “Area_max” and the other for the secondary 901 

maximum considered as “Area_sec”. They are identified by latitude and longitude values in 902 

the following intervals: 903 

  [25°E; 30°E] and [4°S; 1°N] for Area_max 904 
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  [18°E; 23°E] and [4°S; 1°N] for Area_sec 905 

We use data from the WWLLN for the present study. The WWLLN (www.wwlln.net/) is 906 

a global lightning detection network around the Earth. The electromagnetic radiation emitted 907 

by lightning strokes (from cloud-to-ground and intracloud flashes) at very low frequency 908 

(VLF) and called sferics are detected by the sensors of the WWLLN (Abarca et al., 2011). 909 

These strokes are then localized by using the time of group arrival technique (TOGA) 910 

(Dowden et al., 2002). The stations can be separated by thousands of km because the VLF 911 

frequencies can propagate within the Earth-Ionosphere wave guide with very little 912 

attenuation. Since its implantation in March 2003, the WWLLN has been improved in terms 913 

of number of stations and development of the processing algorithm (Rodger et al., 2008). In 914 

order to give an idea of the growth of the number of WWLLN stations spread on the planet, it 915 

was 11 in 2003, then 23 in 2005, 30 in 2007 and 67 in 2013, according to the report made by 916 

Rodger et al. (2014). According to Indeed, the changes in the network during this 9-year 917 

period (2003-2013) can explain the continuous increase of the detection efficiency (DE) from 918 

2005 to 2013 observed by Soula et al. (2016) in the total domain of the study. According to 919 

Abarca et al. (2011), DE for CG flashes is about twice that for IC flashes. 920 

We analyze the DE evolution during this period for each area. For this purpose and in the 921 

same way as Soula et al. (2016) for the whole Congo basin area, Figure 1 displays the annual 922 

numbers of lightning flashes detected by WWLLN and LIS in Area-max and Area_sec during 923 

the period 2005-2013. In the same graph, the values of the WWLLN DE relative to the LIS 924 

data, are reported for each area. DE is calculated by following the methodology developed by 925 

Soula et al. (2016), i.e. by applying the correction coefficient for the estimation of the number 926 

of the whole lightning flashes LIS could detect with a continuous survey. First, the number of 927 

flashes detected by LIS in each area does not vary much during the period, it is always larger 928 

in Area_max, its minimum is observed for 2007 in each area and more pronounced for 929 

Area_sec, and the maximum is observed for 2005 in each area too. Thus, no increase 930 

tendency is observed in each area. Secondly, the number of flashes detected by WWLLN in 931 

each area increases after 2008, especially during the last two years 2012 and 2013. As a 932 

consequence, DE is significantly larger for 2012 and 2013, and reaches 4.96% and 7.50% in 933 

Area_max, respectively, and 4.24% and 6.11% in Area_sec. This increase of DE is 934 

completely independent of the number of flashes detected by LIS that is relatively stable 935 

during the last years, which means it is totally related to the WWLLN performance. 936 
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According to the DE values, we select the last two years of the period (2012 and 2013) for a 937 

comparison of the characteristics of the lightning activity in Area_max and Area_sec. 938 

3 Results  939 

3.1 Spatial distribution of the lightning activity  940 

Figure 2a-b shows the annual FRD, in flash km-2 yr-1, calculated with a resolution of 0.05° 941 

from WWLLN data in the large domain of the Congo basin for 2012 and 2013, respectively. 942 

Figure 2c-d shows the number of days of the year with thunderstorm lightning activity in the 943 

same domain with the same resolution for 2012 and 2013, respectively. The white frames 944 

indicate the two areas with strong activity (left Area_sec and right Area_max). Table 1 945 

displays the flash count, the maximum FRD for both areas and for each year. Both areas of 946 

same size (5° × 5°) exhibit total flash counts in a ratio of about 1.32 for both years, which 947 

indicates a almost stable situation from one year to the next. On the contrary, the ratio of the 948 

maximum FRD is very different from one year to the next, since it is 1.94 and 2.59 for 2012 949 

and 2013, respectively. This difference can be easily understood since the maximum value is 950 

very localized and can change substantially from one year to the next, and furthermore the 951 

spatial density resolution used in the study is very high, with a value of 0.05°. The maximum 952 

value of the density depends on the spatial resolution, in the sense that it increases when the 953 

resolution becomes higher. By comparing with the values reported by Soula et al. (2016) at a 954 

resolution of 0.1°, it is clear that the maximum of the annual FRD is larger for 0.05°. Indeed, 955 

it is 12.86 fl km-2 yr-1 at 0.1° and 15.33 fl km-2 yr-1 at 0.05° in 2013, and it is 8.22 fl km-2 yr-1 956 

at 0.1° and 8.62 fl km-2 yr-1 at 0.05° in 2012. On the other hand, the maximum number of 957 

stormy days is lower with the resolution of 0.05°, from 189 to 125 days for 2013 and from 958 

167 to 99 days for 2012. This observation is consistent since a day is stormy when at least one 959 

flash is detected in the pixel. 960 

The difference between the distributions in the two areas clearly appears regarding both 961 

lightning FRD and number of days of the year with lightning activity in Figure 2. Indeed, the 962 

highest values of both parameters are located in the same region of the 5° × 5° frame for 963 

Area_max while they are much more scattered in the frame for Area_sec. The contrast 964 

difference between both areas is stronger for FRD compared to the number of days with 965 

thunderstorms, which means that the number of flashes per stormy day with thunderstorm is 966 

larger for Area_max. It means that the storms in Area_max are more active and/or more 967 

stationary, and/or more numerous (Soula et al., 2016). The differences observed in the 968 
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maximum values and the distributions of the lightning FRD indicate specific and local 969 

conditions for the thunderstorm development in Area_max. These conditions are the presence 970 

of a mountain range that exceeds 3000 meters (28.75°E; 1.5-2.2°S), on the west side of which 971 

the FRD increases markedly, and the presence of the lake Kivu (29.2°E; 1.9°S) above which 972 

the FRD increases (Soula et al., 2016). No specific shape of the FRD or stormy day is visible 973 

in Area_sec. 974 

3.2 Daily cycle  975 

Figure 3 shows the daily cycle of the amounts of the flashes detected by the WWLLN in 976 

Area_max and Area_sec, for 2012 and 2013. The time is indicated in UTC, which is two 977 

hours late compared to Local Time (LT = UTC + 2). These flash counts are calculated over 978 

one hour and averaged over all days of the year. The time scale of the graph is made so that 979 

the flashes amounts are associated with the beginning of the 1-hour period of calculation. 980 

Both areas exhibit the same type of evolution diurnal lightning activity with a large proportion 981 

of flashes during the afternoon and whatever the year. The minimum and maximum numbers 982 

of flashes are observed roughly at the same time in both areas. The minimum is observed in 983 

the morning between 08:00 and 09:00 UTC for Area_max and between 07:00 and 08:00 UTC 984 

for Area_sec, for both years. The maximum is observed in the afternoon, between 16:00 and 985 

17:00 UTC for Area_max and for both years and for Area_sec in 2013, and between 17:00 986 

and 19:00 UTC for Area_sec in 2012. The contrast in flash counts between the morning 987 

minimum and the afternoon maximum is stronger for Area_max (ratio of 14.5 and 15.4, for 988 

2012 and 2013, respectively) than for Area_sec (ratio of 6.2 and 4.7, for 2012 and 2013, 989 

respectively). It means the diurnal cycle is much more pronounced in Area_max. 990 

Consequently, while the lightning flash rate is larger in Area_max for the main part of the 991 

day, it is lower during a short interval between 06:00 and 10:00 UTC corresponding to the 992 

minimum activity in both areas.  993 

 3.3 Day-to-day variability  994 

We compare the lightning activity in both areas in terms of daily distribution of the flashes 995 

detected during one year. The years of reference are 2012 and 2013 with a total of 366 and 996 

362 days, respectively, available in the database. The flash count is performed day by day in 997 

each area and then the days are classified by range of flash numbers. Thus, Table 2 displays 998 

the result of the classification for each area and each year, over 12 classes of flash number. 999 

This result is expressed in terms of number of days for each area and year, and in proportion 1000 
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(%) of the total number of days for the year in each area. The incrementing of each class is 1001 

done on 1,000 flashes, except for the class CL1 that is on 900 flashes from 101 to 1,000 1002 

flashes. The first class CL0 corresponds to 0-100 flashes to distinguish the days with a very 1003 

low number of flashes. The last class CL11 groups the days with more than 10,000 flashes. 1004 

The first class CL0 corresponds to days without any flash detected. To make easier the 1005 

interpretation of the results, they are also plotted in the graph of Figure 3.  1006 

The distribution is similar for both years, (a) for 2012 and (b) for 2013. The number of days 1007 

without any flash in CL0 is much larger for Area_sec than for Area_max (59 and 7, 1008 

respectively, in 2012, 43 and 4 in 2013), as indicated in Table 2. For CL1 corresponding to 1009 

the flash numbers 101-1,000, the number of days is also larger for Area_sec, slightly in 2012 1010 

with 130 and 121 days, respectively, markedly in 2013 with 121 and 80 days, respectively. 1011 

about two times that of Area_max, 157 and versus 84, respectively. On the contrary, the 1012 

number of days for classes corresponding to intermediate flash numbers (CL2 to CL4 in 2012, 1013 

CL2 to CL6 in 2013) is significantly larger for Area_max, for both the cumulative number of 1014 

days (202 against 144 in 2012 and 248 against 168 in 2013) and for each class considered 1015 

separately. For the classes with a very high activity (CL5 to CL11 and CL7 to CL11, in 2012 1016 

and 2013, respectively,  than 6,000 flashes per day) the total number of days is small and not 1017 

very different in both areas (36 and 30 in 2012, 20 and 30 in 2013, for Area_max and 1018 

Area_sec, respectively. and class and even equal for the cumulative number of days (30 days). 1019 

From 2012 to 2013, for both areas, the proportion of the number of day decreases in the first 1020 

three classes (CL0-CL2) and for the cumulative value it is ~62% in 2012 and ~45% in 2013 1021 

for Area_max, and ~70% in 2012 and ~61% in 2013 for Area_sec. It is almost equal in CL3: 1022 

~20% in 2012 and ~19% in 2013 for Area_max, and ~14% in 2012 and ~14% in 2013 for 1023 

Area_sec. It increases almost in all classes after CL3 and for cumulative value it is ~18% in 1024 

2012 and ~36% in 2013 for Area_max, and ~16% in 2012 and ~25% in 2013 for Area_sec. 1025 

3.4 Variability during periods of low and high activity  1026 

By considering the lightning activity during a period of 9 years, Soula et al. (2016) pointed 1027 

out a clear minimum low activity during three months June-July-August and a six-month 1028 

period of high activity covering the months of January-March and October-December. We 1029 

now investigate in each area, the daily flash number during these two distinct periods for 2013 1030 

defined as the high activity period (HAP) including 179 days of data and low activity period 1031 
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(LAP) including 92 days of data. The result is presented in Table 3 and illustrated in Figure 4. 1032 

During both periods the general trend is the same as for the annual variability obtained over 1033 

362 days. The number of days with few lightning flashes (CL0-CL1) in Area_sec is twice that 1034 

in Area_max for both periods. On the contrary, the number of days with intermediate amounts 1035 

of lightning flashes (CL2-CL5) is larger in Area_max, also about in the same proportion for 1036 

both periods. Finally, the number of days with a number of flashes exceeding 5000 flashes 1037 

(CL6-CL11) is small and almost equal in both areas, for each period. In particular, during 1038 

LAP it is one day at the more, as indicated in Table 3 and Figure 4. It is also to be noted that 1039 

for each area, the ratio between the number of days during HAP and LAP is very strong from 1040 

CL5 to CL7 (CL8 for Area_sec), with a maximum value of about 10 for CL6. During HAP, 1041 

whatever the area considered, the proportion of the number of day characterized with a flash 1042 

number lower than 5000 is about 83%, whereas during LAP, it is about 95%. 1043 

3.5 Correlation between daily lightning activities     1044 

Now we consider the lightning activity for a comparison day by day of both areas to perform 1045 

a quantitative correlation. The goal is to evaluate if both areas are simultaneously concerned 1046 

by the storm activity or if they are with a shifted time. In order to illustrate the result about 1047 

this correlation between lightning activity in Area_max and Area_sec, we display the graph of 1048 

correlation between the daily lightning flash amounts for both areas and in 2013. These daily 1049 

counts are calculated in two ways, first by considering the calendar day (00h00 – 24h00 UT) 1050 

and then according the daily cycle of lightning activity between two minimums (06h00 – 1051 

06h00 UT, see Figure 2). Figure 5 shows the result of this correlation study: (a) for the 1052 

calendar days and (b) for the lightning cycle days. 1053 

In the first case the correlation coefficient R2 is ~0.118 and in the second case it is ~0.064. 1054 

Thus, the correlation is weak but positive, that is to say the tendency is that when the daily 1055 

flash number increases for one area it also increases does for the other. At first glance, both 1056 

distributions are similar. They reflect the trend highlighted by Figure 4 insofar as the low 1057 

values (≤ 1000 flashes per day) are more numerous in Area_sec. Inversely, the intermediate 1058 

values (between 1,001 and 5,000 flashes per day) are more numerous in Area_max with 230 1059 

days in 2013, against 156 days for Area_sec. For the values exceeding 10,000 flashes per day, 1060 

there are 7 days for Area_max and 5 days for Area_sec in 2013 (Figure 5a). In Figure 5b, 1061 

these values are 6 and 8, respectively, which means there are more days with a large number 1062 

of lightning flashes in Area_sec, by considering the daily cycle of the lightning activity. This 1063 

observation is consistent with the fact that the lightning activity is more widely distributed 1064 
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spread during the day in Area_sec as indicated in Figure 3. This may be due to the 1065 

contribution of nocturnal lightning by mesoscale convective systems (MCSs) or isolated 1066 

storms that develop later in the afternoon if compared to Area_max. Indeed, the work by 1067 

Albrecht et al. (2016) shows in their Figure 3 that during the night, the hotspots located in 1068 

Area_sec (i.e, 6th and 7th Africa’s hotspots) exhibit a larger contribution to the daily lightning 1069 

activity. Thus, by considering the day according the lightning activity (06h00-06h00), the 1070 

episodes of strong lightning activity in this area are more likely to be counted in full. less 1071 

likely to be cut. 1072 

3.6 Month-to-month variability   1073 

Figure 6a-b shows the monthly proportion of flashes detected in Area_max and Area_sec 1074 

during 2012 and 2013. The minimum proportion is found in August and in Area_sec (between 1075 

3 % and 4 %) for both years. The maximum proportion is also found in Area_sec in May for 1076 

2012 (about 14%) and in December (about 14%) for 2013. These two characteristics show 1077 

that the variability is always stronger in Area_sec than in Area_max although the distribution 1078 

is different from 2012 to 2013 for both areas. For example, in April it is 6.1% and 11.3% for 1079 

Area_max, 5.7% and 9.4% for Area_sec, in 2012 and 2013, respectively. Inversely in May, 1080 

the proportion of each area is much lower in 2013 compared to 2012 (4.7% and 8.1% for 1081 

Area_max, 7.9% and 13.9% for Area_sec). For a given month, the respective proportions for 1082 

Area_max and Area_sec remain in the same order, except for the first three months of the 1083 

year. 1084 

Figure 6c shows the 3-month proportion over a longer period including data from 2011. The 1085 

3-month periods are chosen according to Christian et al. (2003), Jackson et al. (2009), and 1086 

Soula et al. (2016). Thus, the months of June, July and August are grouped in JJA, September, 1087 

October and November in SON, December, January and February in DJF, and March, April 1088 

and May in MAM. The annual variability at this 3-month scale is more visible and constant 1089 

from one year to the next. Indeed, for both areas, the minimum is always in JJA with a 1090 

constant decrease during the preceding 3-month periods. For the maximum, it seems SON is 1091 

more favourable to Area_max while DJF is for Area_sec. 1092 
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4 Discussion 1093 

Albrecht et al. (2016) studied the lightning hotspots over the Earth, based on satellite optical 1094 

observations of lightning. They consider that a hotspot is a region 100-km in radius around a 1095 

maximum of FRD. They found that six out of the ten most active spots over the whole 1096 

African continent, including the three strongest ones, are located in an area corresponding to 1097 

Area_max while only two are located in an area corresponding to Area_sec. Our results 1098 

confirm the predominance of the larger FRD in Area_max.  1099 

The characteristics of the diurnal cycle observed in Area_max and Area_sec is consistent 1100 

with Laing et al. (2011). These authors analyzed the cycle of the deep convection over a large 1101 

area of tropical Africa including both areas of our study and during 2000-2003. For two 1-1102 

hour intervals (14:00-15:00 UTC and 17:00-18:00 UTC) besides eight considered in their 1103 

study, they found the location of a sharp maximum of the average hourly frequency of coldest 1104 

clouds in eastern DRC close to Area_max. The intervals 15:00-16:00 and 16:00-17:00 UTC 1105 

were not plotted in their graphs. They noted this maximum for the two months April and 1106 

October analyzed in the study. They also showed that the thunderstorm activity is minimum in 1107 

the part of DRC that corresponds to both areas of our study during the time interval 05:00-1108 

06:00 UTC in April and during 08:00-09:00 UTC in October (06:00 and 07:00 UTC were not 1109 

plotted). The present observations about minimum and maximum lightning activities 1110 

displayed in Figure 2 are consistent with those by Laing et al. (2011). Indeed, the maximum 1111 

of the activity is invariably between 16:00 and 17:00 UTC for Area_max, and in a larger 1112 

temporal window for Area_sec (~17:00-19:00 UTC in 2012 and 16:00-17:00 UTC in 2013). 1113 

The maximum storm activity is therefore more variable in time for Area_sec. The minimum is 1114 

invariably between 07:00 and 08:00 UTC for Area_sec, between 08:00 and 09:00 UTC for 1115 

Area_max. In Albrecht et al. (2016) for the study of lightning hotspots, the daily cycles are 1116 

considered for different several hotspots located in our areas. They found a daily cycle more 1117 

pronounced for the hotspots included in Area_max compared to the hotspots included in 1118 

Area_sec, which is consistent with the present study. 1119 

The comparison of the monthly activity in Area_max and Area_sec in 2012 and 2013 1120 

suggests that the seasonal contrast is stronger in Area_sec where the maximum monthly 1121 

amounts are observed in May and December respectively, and the minimum in August for the 1122 

two years. At the seasonal scale, the monthly activity is cumulated over three months 1123 

following the average monthly activity found in Soula et al. (2016) for the whole Congo 1124 

basin. The inter-annual variability is well visible and reproduced from one year to the next. A 1125 
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result for WWLLN data from 2011 not presented here corroborates this feature. Even in these 1126 

three years the minimum proportion is always in August and in Area_sec (about 3 to 4%). The 1127 

maximum proportion is also in Area_sec but on different months (from 14 to 16%). So the 1128 

seasonal contrast is much stronger in Area_sec than in Area_max. This result, due to the 1129 

migration of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ), is consistent with the contrast of the 1130 

seasonal variation in lightning activity found in Soula et al. (2016). Area_max is less 1131 

impacted by the migration of the ITCZ because the triggering of thunderstorms in this area 1132 

has a very local origin. 1133 

The positive correlation observed between the daily activities of the two areas means there 1134 

may be an influence between them or a common cause to explain the storm activity. However, 1135 

the low value of the correlation coefficient indicates the activities can be different on the 1136 

quantitative aspect. Figure 7 displays the daily density of lightning flashes detected by 1137 

WWLLN on 25th of December 2013 in Area_sec (a) and in Area_max (b). This day is 1138 

considered because the activity is strong in both areas with 18107 and 10257 flashes detected 1139 

in Area_sec and Area_max, respectively. Firstly, this distribution shows the lightning density 1140 

is high (scale in fl km-2 day-1) in local spots that correspond to convective cores of 1141 

thunderstorms. In other words, for a given day, the lightning activity can be strong in a 1142 

restricted area and weak around in term of flash number. This characteristic of the storm 1143 

activity is well known and pointed out by many works (Carey et al., 2005; Soula et al., 2014). 1144 

Secondly, the lightning spots seem east-west elongated in majority, which could indicates a 1145 

propagation of the storms within this direction. Thus, the strong activity of a given storm is 1146 

probably limited over the time. However, the correlation between both areas probably exists 1147 

because of the most natural influence that could be assumed between the two areas would 1148 

probably result from storms propagating from east to west. the eastward propagation of 1149 

conditions favourable to the development of thunderstorms, as instability of the atmosphere. 1150 

could be also involved. Indeed, Laing et al. (2011) showed convection over equatorial Africa 1151 

can be modulated by different conditions at synoptic scale for local occurrence or propagation 1152 

of mesoscale convective systems. They especially mentioned the eastward-moving 1153 

equatorially trapped Kelvin waves, the south-westerly monsoonal flow and the midlevel 1154 

easterly jets. It is therefore consistent to obtain a low correlation between our two areas 1155 

characterized by a strong annual storm activity. Furthermore, the correlation study is done at 1156 

the scale of the day and as most thunderstorms develop at the end of the day, storm activity 1157 
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can occur during the following day in Area_sec that is several hundred kilometres to the 1158 

West. 1159 

The distribution of storms in the Congo Basin mainly results from four contributions, 1160 

namely: development, propagation, merging and regeneration of thunderstorms. As 1161 

thunderstorms can develop everywhere in the Congo basin, they can naturally form in both 1162 

Area_max and Area_sec. However, the great lakes and numerous mountains of Rift valley 1163 

close to Area_max offer most favourable conditions for development and enhancement of 1164 

thunderstorms. The most intense storms, at planetary scale, are found in the Congo Basin 1165 

(Zipser et al., 2006). Area_max is probably the most active region in the world in terms of 1166 

thunderstorms since the number of days of the year with thunderstorm activity is found to be 1167 

maximum there (Figure 1c-d) and the density of lightning is large over this extended area 1168 

(Soula et al., 2016). On the other hand, according to previous studies, Equatorial Africa 1169 

thunderstorms spread from the east to the western Congo basin (Laing et al., 2011; Nguyen 1170 

and Duvel, 2008; Laing and Fritsch, 1993). Then thunderstorms may propagate from 1171 

Area_max to Area_sec but different processes as merging and regeneration may affect their 1172 

intensity and induce different characteristics in these areas. Several studies have shown that 1173 

heterogeneity of soil moisture or vegetation play a role in thunderstorms triggering (Taylor et 1174 

al., 2011; Garcia-Carreras et al., 2010). Furthermore, the modelling results of the Global Land 1175 

Atmosphere Coupling Experiment (GLACE) classified Equatorial Africa, including 1176 

Area_max and Area_sec, among the regions of strong coupling between the atmosphere and 1177 

the soil moisture (Koster et al., 2004). Thus, differences of soil moisture and/or vegetable 1178 

cover between Area_max and Area_sec may contribute to the contrast differences between 1179 

lightning activities of the two areas. 1180 

Farnsworth et al. (2011) pointed out that the mesoscale convective systems MCSs constitute 1181 

the fundamental unit of vertical energy transport in Central Africa. In other words, convection 1182 

in this region generally leads to the formation of MCSs. This observation is consistent with 1183 

the results of Liu and Zipser (2005) and Zipser et al. (2006) (on deep convection in the Congo 1184 

basin). They showed convection in the Congo basin frequently overshoots the tropopause. 1185 

The climatology of MCSs in Equatorial Africa, including the whole Congo basin, was 1186 

presented in Jackson et al. (2009). From a five-year series of data, these authors have shown 1187 

that the zone on horseback at the equator between 5°S and 5°N and extending from the 1188 

Atlantic coast to the west side of the high mountains of the Rift Valley is the most active in 1189 

terms of storm activity because it includes two of four maxima in the number of MCSs that 1190 
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they have identified. In our study, Area_max and Area_sec coincide with the region where 1191 

Jackson et al. (2009) found one of the two main number maximum of MCS. Actually, in 1192 

Jackson et al., two cores appeared in the structure of this main maximum, one that 1193 

corresponds to Area_sec with a less pronounced maximum of number of MCS and a larger 1194 

number of lightning flashes per MCS. The second core in Jackson et al. corresponds to 1195 

Area_max with a more pronounced maximum. They explain the origin of the large number of 1196 

MCS in this large area by a maximum of midtropospheric convergence on the west side of the 1197 

African easterly jet of the Southern Hemisphere (AEJ-S). They observe this condition more 1198 

pronounced in SON season compared to MAM in the same way that we observe also more 1199 

flashes according to Figure 6c. Indeed, according to Mohr and Thorncroft (2006) and Laing et 1200 

al. (2008), the vertical shear related to the African easterly jet (AEJ) influences the location of 1201 

intense convective systems. Furthermore, mountain ranges help to initiate long-lived MCSs 1202 

(Laing et al., 2008; 2011). According to these authors, in all the regions the convection 1203 

initiates over the elevated terrain and then propagates in conditions of moderate vertical shear 1204 

to develop into mesoscale systems. On the other hand and according to several authors, the 1205 

propagation of convection in Equatorial Africa is modulated by convectively coupled, 1206 

equatorial Kelvin waves (Laing et al., 2011). During the active phase of these eastward-1207 

propagating large-scale waves, MCSs are larger and more intense. These convection systems 1208 

occur farther east from day to day, and propagate westward within the Kelvin wave envelope. 1209 

During the dry phase of the Kelvin waves an upper-level convergence is produced, which 1210 

eliminates the deep convection and the westward propagation. Thus, the region corresponding 1211 

to Area_max seems to have a stronger maximum of MCS number, as we find a larger FRD. 1212 

Area_max combines two conditions favourable for thunderstorm activity, the convergence 1213 

evoked by Jackson et al. (2009) for the large region and a local orographic effect that 1214 

reinforces the effect of the first one. Area_sec seems to take advantage of the westward 1215 

propagation/regeneration of MCS, at a distance from the initial occurrence that depends on 1216 

the phase of the Kelvin waves, which explains the widespread large values of FRD observed 1217 

within this area. 1218 

The presence of mountains or elevated terrain is always a determining factor in the 1219 

mechanism of thunderstorm. For example at a very local scale, Munoz et al. (2016) explain 1220 

the role of the topography combined with Nocturnal Low Level Jet in the largest FRD in the 1221 

world observed in the region of the lake Maracaibo, Venezuela. At a more global scale, 1222 

William and Sátori (2004) compared the lightning and rainfall activities in both Amazone and 1223 
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Congo basins and interpret the greatest FRD observed in Congo basin in terms of features 1224 

more continental (drier and warmer) and a larger elevation. 1225 

 which means suggests a substantial proportion of lightning flashes are not produced by 1226 

MCS in Area_max. According to Zipser et al. (2006) the proportion of intense convective 1227 

events is larger in the region corresponding to Area_sec compared to that corresponding to 1228 

Area_max (see their figure 3). This result is consistent with the present figure 5 concerning 1229 

the distribution of the daily flash number in each area, especially the graph (b) where the flash 1230 

counts are made from 06:00 to 06:00 UTC. Furthermore, the DE is a little lower in Area_sec 1231 

compared to Area_max, according to the results displayed in Figure 1. Thus, Area_sec is 1232 

concerned by a more irregular thunderstorm activity, with both the least active days and the 1233 

most active days. It is well illustrated with the example in Figure 7, displaying the daily 1234 

lightning activity for the most active day in Area_sec (see Figure 5a). Indeed, the FRD for the 1235 

day is more scattered in the whole area for Area_sec. The distribution of thunderstorm activity 1236 

is substantially different in each area, concentrated with a very marked daily cycle in 1237 

Area_max, and scattered with a daily cycle much less pronounced. 1238 

5 Conclusion  1239 

The spatial and temporal characteristics of the lightning activity are analysed in two areas of 1240 

the Congo basin, Area_max with the strongest thunderstorm activity and Area_sec with a 1241 

secondary maximum lower one. First, the lightning flashes are much more concentrated in the 1242 

same part of Area_max for both years, while they are more scattered widespread in Area_sec. 1243 

Secondly, the frequency of days with low activity is larger in Area_sec and the frequency of 1244 

days with high activity is larger in Area_max. However, the frequency of days with very high 1245 

activity is similar in both areas and even the largest daily flash numbers are detected in 1246 

Area_sec. Thirdly, a stronger contrast between the maximum and the minimum in the daily 1247 

cycle is observed in Area_max with a ratio of about 15.4 while it is only 4.7 for Area_sec. In 1248 

conclusion, the thunderstorm activity is more variable in Area_sec, in terms of location, 1249 

daytime of occurrence, seasonal distribution and intensity in terms of number of flashes. 1250 

These differences are consistent because Area_max combines two favourable effects for 1251 

thunderstorm development, the convergence associated with the AEJ-S, especially during 1252 

SON and DJF, and a geographic effect due to the orography and the presence of a lake. The 1253 

location of the strong convection in Area_sec is widespread, according to the distance and 1254 
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direction of propagation/regeneration of MCSs that initiate farther eastern, especially in 1255 

relation with the phase of Kelvin waves. 1256 
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Table 1. Flash count and flash density in both areas. 1344 

 1345 

 Flash count Maximum flash density                            

(fl yr -1 km-2) 

 2012 2013 2012 2013 

Area_max 696,144 1,000,687 8.6 15.3 

Area_sec 526,278 760,405 4.4 5.9 

ratio 1.32 1.32 1.94 2.59 

 1346 

 1347 

 1348 

Table 2. Number of days corresponding to classes of flash number in both areas during 362 1349 

days of 2013. 1350 

 1351 

Number of day Flash number CLASS 

Area_max Area_sec 

0 CL0 0 7 

1 – 1,000 CL1 84 157 

1,001 – 2,000 CL2 79 58 

2,001 – 3,000 CL3 70 52 

3,001 – 4,000 CL4 43 29 

4,001 – 5,000 CL5 38 17 

5,001 – 6,000 CL6 18 12 

6,001 – 7,000 CL7 12 11 

7,001 – 8,000 CL8 7 10 

8,001 – 9,000 CL9 2 2 

9,001 – 10,000 CL10 2 2 

> 10,000 CL11 7 5 

 1352 

 1353 

 1354 

 1355 

 1356 

 1357 
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Table 2. Number of days corresponding to lightning classes in the two study areas during the 1358 

2012 (366 days) and 2013 (362 days). The percentage is calculated in relation to the total 1359 

number of days during the year. 1360 

 1361 

Flash number CLASS Number of days (%) 

  2012 2013 

  Area_max Area_sec  Area_max Area_sec 

0 – 100 CL0 7 (1.91) 59 (16.12) 4 (1.10) 43 (11.88) 

101 – 1,000 CL1 121 (33.06) 130 (35.52) 80 (22.10) 121 (33.43) 

1,001 – 2,000 CL2 99 (27.05) 68 (18.58) 79 (21.82) 58 (16.02) 

2,001 – 3,000 CL3 73 (19.94) 52 (14.21) 70 (19.34) 52 (14.36) 

3,001 – 4,000 CL4 30 (8.20) 24 (6.56) 43 (11.88) 29 (8.01) 

4,001 – 5,000 CL5 16 (4.37) 17 (4.64) 38 (10.50) 17 (4.70) 

5,001 – 6,000 CL6 10 (2.73) 7 (1.91) 18 (4.97) 12 (3.31) 

6,001 – 7,000 CL7 4 (1.09) 4 (1.09) 12 (3.31) 11 (3.04) 

7,001 – 8,000 CL8 2 (0.55) 1 (0.27) 7 (1.93) 10 (2.76) 

8,001 – 9,000 CL9 4 (1.09) 1 (0.27) 2 (0.55) 2 (0.55) 

9,001 – 10,000 CL10 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 2 (0.55) 2 (0.55) 

> 10,000 CL11 0 (0.00) 0 (0.00) 7 (1.93) 5 (1.38) 

Total  366 (100) 366 (100) 362 (100) 362 (100) 

 1362 

 1363 

 1364 

 1365 

 1366 

 1367 

 1368 

 1369 

 1370 

 1371 

 1372 

 1373 

 1374 
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 1375 

 1376 

 1377 

 1378 

 1379 

 1380 

 1381 

 1382 

 1383 

 1384 

 1385 

 1386 

 1387 

Figure 1. Annual number of flashes detected by the WWLLN (NW) and that detected by LIS 1388 

(NL) for each area, and estimated detection efficiency (DE) for WWLLN data relative to LIS 1389 

data, according to the methodology developed in Soula et al. (2016). 1390 
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 1400 

 1401 

 1402 

 1403 

 1404 

 1405 

 1406 

 1407 

 1408 

 1409 

Figure 2. (a) and (b) Lightning density in fl km-2 yr-1 calculated at a resolution of 0.05° from 1410 

WWLLN data in the area of Congo Basin for 2012 and 2013, respectively. (c) and (d) 1411 

Number of days of the year with thunderstorm activity in the same area with a resolution of 1412 

0.05° for 2012 and 2013, respectively. The white frames indicate the two zones with strong 1413 

activity (left Area_sec and right Area_max). 1414 
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 1426 

 1427 

 1428 

 1429 

     1430 

                  1431 

 1432 

 1433 

 1434 

 1435 

 1436 

 1437 

 1438 

 1439 

 1440 

 1441 

 1442 

 1443 

 1444 

Figure 3. Daily evolution of the hourly lightning flash counts in Area_max and Area_sec for 1445 

2012 (a) and 2013 (b). 1446 
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 1462 

 1463 

     1464 

 1465 

 1466 

 1467 

 1468 

 1469 

 1470 

Figure 4. Distribution of the number of days (% of the annual number of days) versus the 1471 

classes of flash number in both areas: (a) for 366 days in 2012, (b) for 362 days in 2013. 1472 
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 1493 

 1494 

 1495 

 1496 

 1497 

Figure 5. Diagrams of correlation between daily numbers of lightning flashes for Area_max 1498 

and Area_sec in 2013: (a) at calendar daily scale (00h00-24h00 UTC) and (b) at lightning 1499 

activity daily scale (06h00-06h00 UTC). 1500 
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 1523 

Figure 6. Proportions of flashes detected by WWLLN in Area_max and Area_sec: monthly 1524 

(a) in 2012 and (b) 2013, and (c) seasonally in the period 2011-2013.  1525 
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 1527 

 1528 

 1529 

 1530 

 1531 

 1532 

 1533 

 1534 

Figure 7. Density of lightning flashes (fl km-2 day-1) detected by WWLLN on 25th of 1535 

December 2013, (a) in Area_sec and (b) in Area_max. 1536 
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